ACROSS:
3. The San Marcos Outlet ___ are a great place to go shopping at a variety of stores.
5. San Marcos is famous for the spring-fed ___ that runs through it.
6. There are a variety of great places to go ___ down the river, a popular summer activity in San Marcos.
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DOWN:
1. Even if you don’t feel like swimming, ___ Park is a great place to sunbathe or play volleyball with friends.
2. Hit the ___ for a variety of local bars and restaurants.
4. San Marcos has plenty of beautiful walking and ___ trails.

WORD SCRAMBLE
Summer Activities
1. BTSNHUAIGN
2. NIPMGCA
3. VERID NI VMEIO
4. DRAO PRIT
5. LYYLBVOAEL
6. NGSMMWII
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DOWN:
1. Even if you don’t feel like swimming, ___ Park is a great place to sunbathe or play volleyball with friends.
2. Hit the ___ for a variety of local bars and restaurants.
4. San Marcos has plenty of beautiful walking and ___ trails.

ACROSS:
3. The San Marcos Outlet ___ are a great place to go shopping at a variety of stores.
5. San Marcos is famous for the spring-fed ___ that runs through it.
6. There are a variety of great places to go ___ down the river, a popular summer activity in San Marcos.

Cinco de Mayo Answers:
Crossword: (1)Heritage, (2)France, (3)Dancing, (4)Green, (5)Puebla, (6)Houston